Pretsl User Research

Findings & Recommendations Report
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Executive Summary
Brief Overview
We conducted user research sessions with 12 participants to identify key pain points and findings
regarding the usability of the Pretsl prototype. This report is a showcase of our key findings and
recommendations.

Key Issues
●
●
●
●

Log In / Sign Up - When users proceeded to add their first product selection to their cart
they were often surprised when forced to log in or sign up right away
Checkout Process - The checkout process was a real struggle for most users and was
often described as convoluted or confusing and left users irritable
Contact Store - Users wanted to be able to easily contact the store when issues came up
and struggled to find the online chat feature
Organization - Users struggled to locate products and expected a better break-up of
product categories
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Research Goals
Research Goals
●

Discover barriers that users encounter as they
navigate through the site

●

Assess to what extent this site matches users’
mental model of how to order groceries

●

Identify pain points/barriers in carrying out
actions on the site

●

Identify the expectations of users for each
page/task (conventionality)

●

Determine whether phrasing and wording is
accessible and comprehensible

l
l
l
l
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Testing Methodology Overview
Brief Overview
All 12 participants were asked if they had prior
experience with ordering groceries online prior to
testing.
During testing they were each asked to
think-aloud (talk through everything they are
seeing, thinking and doing) while performing a set
of predetermined tasks created to access the
overall usability of the prototype.
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Participant Highlights
All 12 participants have
experience with ordering
groceries online

8 of 12 participants do 70%
or more of their overall
shopping online

10 of 12 participants do at least 50% of the meal
planning in their household
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Key Findings &
Recommendations
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Key Issue Severity Scale
Low

Moderate

Important

Critical

Issues with a low
rating should be
noted but do not
need to be
addressed
immediately

Issues with a
moderate rating
should be noted
and fixed but will
not deter users
from leaving

Issues with an
important rating
should be
addressed and
could cause users
to vacate the site

Issues with a
critical rating
should be
addressed
immediately or will
cause loss of users
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Log In / Sign Up

Important

Key Issue Overview
When users proceeded to add their first product selection to
their cart they were often surprised when forced to log in or
sign up right away.

User Expectation
When asked what they expected most users pointed out that
the log in or sign up option should appear upon checkout.

“I feel like I should be able to add it and then when
I'm checking out to actually make a payment is
when I would want to be prompted to login”
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Log In / Sign Up

Important

Key Issue Recommendations
●

Delay the log in or sign up process until after users
have browsed the site & completed their shopping
process.

●

Allow users to see the cart and all areas of the site prior
to signing in

●

Add a “Sign In” as a link at the top of the page beside
the cart

●

Consider allowing users to checkout as a guest
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Checkout Process
Key Issue Overview
The checkout process was a real struggle for most users and
was often described as convoluted or confusing and left
users irritable.
●
●
●
●

Notifications when products were added to the cart or
adjusted were not always noticed.
Users were able to adjust product quantities in the cart
but often confused by the “edit” option
Users did not receive an order summary once checkout
process was complete
The checkout page felt convoluted and had no mention
of an pickup options available

Critical

Notification is shown
far away from users
eyes and action

No pick up option & a
lot going on
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Checkout Process

Critical

Key Issue Recommendations
●

Remove the edit button on individual products

●

Show item added notification within product element

●

To simplify process show task flow down screen rather
than left to right

●

Ensure users can select preferred form of
communication
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Contact Store

Important

Key Issue Overview
Users wanted to be able to easily contact the store when
issues came up and struggled to find the online chat feature.
●

●
●
●

Some users preferred and expected to be able to call
the store when issues came up and were unable to
locate a phone
Users often looked for order details before deciding if
they needed to contact the store for errors
Once orders were complete users expected immediate
feedback in the form of a receipt and confirmation
Users expected the ability to choose how the store
contacted them with order updates
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Contact Store

Important

Key Issue Recommendations
●

Add “Contact” as a main navigation item in the
left-hand navigation for quick and easy access

●

Include the store’s location, phone number and
preferred contact method for issues.

●

Add “Help” as a link beside the cart in the top right
corner of the

●

Include ways to contact the store within order details

HELP

SIGN IN
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Organization

Critical

Key Issue Overview
Users struggled to find products that weren’t prominently
listed within the Home, Categories or Products page.
●
●
●
●

X

Multiple users clicked into the language settings at the
top of the page thinking it was a search function
Products page is currently a large selection of
seemingly random products
Many misspellings and inaccurate images are
displayed throughout
Product categories do not match user’s expectations
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Organization

Critical

Key Issue Recommendations
●

Add search bar to top of page where icon currently sits
and move language settings to less prominent area

●

Within Products page allow users to filter options

●

Ensure Product categories match standard grocery
store themes (i.e Vegetables, Fruits, Dairy, Frozen etc.)

●

Ensure all spelling errors are eliminated and product
titles correspond with accurate images
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Appendix
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Additional Insights
Additional Insights
●
●
●
●
●

Multiple users accidentally pulled up the language menu dropdown while trying to
search for an item
Spelling errors and inaccurate images lead to a lack of trust as cited by several users
Multiple users wanted to learn more about the store as well as the service but couldn’t
find anywhere to give them this information
The areas with white text on a yellow background do no pass web standards of
accessibility (AA or AAA)
Few users interacted with with the home page carousel and they do not work with
screen readers
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Testing Methodology
Tasks
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Receive customer support.
Sign In
Go through the ordering process
Find items (search)
Compare search results
Adjust quantity in cart
Edit cart
Check out
Reorder items previously purchased
Edit profile (Manage shopping preferences

Heuristics
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Simplicity
Hierarchy
Consistency
Accessibility
Credibility
Navigability
Familiarity
Error Prevention & Recovery
Effectiveness
Responsivity
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Participant Ratings
Semantic Differential Rating Scales (1 to 7)
Experience navigating this website?

How intuitive was this website?

How similar was this website to others?

1 = Dissatisfied 7 = Very Satisfied

1 = Very Easy 7 = Very Hard

1 = Very Similar 7 = Very Different
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Raw Data
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Thank You
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